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ATA National Title Group Continues National Expansion 

Farmington Hills, Mich., March 17, 2017 – The largest independent title insurance agency in 
the Midwest, ATA National Title Group, LLC (ATA) is continuing its commitment to strategic 
growth and personalized service. Today, the company announced key expansion milestones, 
including:

 Securing its title license in two new states – Florida and Maryland – allowing ATA to 
issue title work in 29 states and, with its partner relationships, handle business in all 50 
states;

 Expanding in the Douglas / Saguatuck, Mich. area with the opening of ATA’s newest 
facility, located at 91 Blue Star Highway, Douglas, Mich., which will use the Midstate 
Title Agency brand and is now fully operational; and

 Planning the opening of a new office in the Indianapolis area (Greenwood, Ind.) to better 
serve this key market. ATA has hired three local employees to staff the office. 

“As we continue our targeted growth in key markets, ATA will remain focused on what’s most 
important: our commitment to our customers and providing a high level of service,” said William
L. Robinson Jr., president, ATA. “Our latest expansion achievements reflect this commitment, 
and we are excited and confident about providing these new markets with the personalized 
service ATA customers have come to expect from us.”  

About ATA National Title Group

ATA National Title Group, LLC is a full-service title insurance agency providing comprehensive
title and settlement services to companies and individuals involved in real estate transactions. It 
is licensed to issue title insurance in 29 states and, through partnering relationships, offers title 
and settlement services in all 50 states. It additionally maintains 45 offices, staffed by over 400 
employees, located throughout the states of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. ATA brands 
include: ATA National Title Group; Greco Title Agency; Midstate Title Agency; Seaver Title 
Agency; and Talon Title Agency. For more information, please visit www.atatitle.com.
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